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There is one and only one ritual that the Bible tells us is associated with Rosh 

Hashanah, and that is the blowing of the shofar.  Unlike just about every other 

holiday ritual described in the Bible, this one lacks explanation.  We’re told that on 

the first day of the seventh month we should blow the shofar – but we’re not told 

what it represents or symbolizes.  Is it the sound of celebration—or of warning?  Is 

it a cry of fear—or of tears?  We do not know.
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I thought about that curiosity last week, when I heard a teacher and colleague of 

mine, Rabbi Gordon Tucker, speak about a trip he took to Israel eleven years ago.  

He was on the first bike ride sponsored by the Arava Institute through southern 

Israel.  It took him alongside several kibbutzim that hug the border with the Gaza 

Strip.  One of them is Kibbutz Nir Am.  That bike trip took place in the springtime, 

and the day on which he passed by the kibbutz happened to be Yom HaShoa, 

Holocaust Memorial Day.  On the morning of Yom HaShoa, it’s the practice in 

Israel for sirens to go off as a signal for everyone to stop and stand at attention.  

Sure enough, just as Rabbi Tucker was passing the kibbutz on his bicycle, the 

sirens went off.  And just as they would do in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem or Haifa, all 

the cars and all the trucks – and there were a lot of them, he said – pulled over and 

the drivers got out and stood at attention.  He and his fellow bikers did the same.  It 

was a God-forsaken stretch of highway; there was no one patrolling it; there was 

no one enforcing this ritual; and yet everyone cooperated.  It was, Rabbi Tucker 

said, a marvelous testimony to the spirit of unity in Israel.   

 

This past summer, Rabbi Tucker returned to that same kibbutz.  This time, he was 

in Israel as part of a solidarity mission sponsored by the Conservative movement 

(known as the Masorti movement in Israel).  No bikes were riding down the 

highway this time.  Not long before he arrived, there had been an incursion from 

Gaza through tunnels in the vicinity.  Ten terrorists had infiltrated in order to 

kidnap kibbutzniks and bring them back through the tunnels to captivity.  It was a 

very scary time.  While he was there, those same sirens—that he had heard the first 

time eleven years before—went off again.  This time, though, they weren’t 

signaling people to stand, dignified, at attention, in silence.  Instead, they were 
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signaling people to flee, to run for their lives.  People in the area knew that once a 

siren sounded, they had fifteen seconds to find shelter.   

 

Same sirens; different message. 

  

As we all know, this was a very difficult summer in Israel and in Gaza.  Although 

it wasn’t officially described as such, Israel was at war.  Wars, as we know, are 

brutal, and this one was no exception.  Over two thousand Palestinians, many of 

them combatants, but also many of them innocent bystanders, lost their lives.  An 

enormous amount of property was destroyed.  In Israel, there were dozens of 

deaths and hundreds of wounded (over 450 in the Army alone).    

 

I want to tell you about one particular Israeli who was caught up in this war.     

 

It was the second day of Operation Protective Edge.  A 45-year old man living in 

Hod haSharon, an upscale community near Tel Aviv,
2
 got called up by the Army. 

His name:  Amotz Greenberg.  He reported for duty with his group, … and by the 

end of the day, he was dead.  He never made it to Gaza.  A couple of Hamas 

operatives popped out of a tunnel and shot an anti-tank weapon at the jeep that he 

and a 20-year old soldier were riding in; the two were killed instantly; several 

others were wounded.
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For some reason, this was a death that spoke to me. Living here in a Boston 

suburb, it is easy for me—and I’ll bet for many of us—to identify with Amotz 

Greenberg.  

 
 

Amotz Greenberg was middle-aged.  He was an attorney, with a wife and three 

young children. His specialty was forensic accounting.  He was an investigator 

employed by the Israeli equivalent of the Securities and Exchange Commission 

who headed up the government’s investigation of the well-known Israeli billionaire 
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tycoon, Nochi Dankner.  Nochi Dankner was suspected of financial 

manipulation—but Amotz Greenberg was on his trail. 

 

By army standards, Amotz Greenberg was an old man.  He could have disengaged 

from his reserve unit five years ago.  But he chose not to do that.  As another “old 

timer” in his mid-40’s put it when he was interviewed shortly after Greenberg’s 

death, “the young kids [in my unit, they] … look at me like I just stepped out of a 

history book, but apparently I still have a positive contribution to make, and if I 

can, then I’m happy to oblige.”
4
  

 

Just before he was killed, Greenberg exchanged “Whatsapp” messages with his 

buddies.  “Shabbat shalom,” one of them read. "Hakol b'seder ad achshav."  “So 

far, everything’s fine.”
5
  

 

 
 

Greenberg’s last day captures one piece of the puzzle that is Israel today: you can 

be a middle-aged professional living in an Israeli suburb with your wife and kids, 

and one day, the army gives you a call.  Instead of going to work, you report for 

duty, and before you know it, you get killed.   

 

I was struck by the name, “Amotz.” Now, just to be clear:  “Amotz” isn’t the same 

name as “Amos.”  “Amos,” (i.e., עמוס) the name of the prophet Amos, means “to 

be burdened, or to bear a burden.”  Amotz (אמוץ), on the other hand, is related to 

ómetz, which means “strength,” or “courage,” or “fortitude.”   

 

Ometz is a middah, a quality, that we encounter in the High Holiday liturgy. 

 

At the end of the musaf service (we’ll get to it in an hour or so), there’s a medieval 

piyyut or liturgical poem called, “Hayom,” meaning, “Today.”  The very first line 

of that poem reads, “Hayom t’amtzeinu!”  “Today, give us ómetz; give us 

strength!”
6
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Why do we ask for strength today? Maybe because just being and acting as a Jew 

requires strength and fortitude. That’s certainly true in Israel. I think it’s true here, 

too. 

 

Ometz is central to Psalm 27, which we recite twice a day during this season of the 

year.   

 

If you look at the psalm, you can see that the author seems to want nothing more 

than to dwell in God’s house and to contemplate God’s presence.  “shivti b’veit 

adonai, kol ymei hayay; lahazot b’noam adonai, u’l’vaker b’heichalo.”  

 

That is a very calm and serene picture.  And yet, as we make our way through the 

psalm to the end, we realize that the poet is scared:  “Don't hide your face from 

me!” he cries out to God.  “Don't abandon me!”   

 

And he concludes by imploring us to be courageous.  “Hope in the Lord; be strong 

and courageous,” “Kaveh el Adonai; hazak viya’ametz libecha.”   “May your heart 

have ometz.”  There’s something curious about that.  If the poet’s only goal is to sit 

in the Temple and commune with God—why should courage be necessary? 

 

The answer may be that we live in the real world. This remains the great challenge 

of Zionism, which always was a utopian movement.  

 

Israel was created, among other reasons, to address the "Jewish Question"; it was 

created to be a refuge for Jews; a place where Jews did not need to fear anti-

Semitism or persecution, where they could achieve the tranquility denied them in 

Europe.   

 

Israel has indeed been a refuge for millions of Jews: from the Near East, from the 

former Soviet Union, from Ethiopia, … more recently, from France.   

 

And yet, does anyone think that the creation of Israel has solved the problem of 

anti-Semitism?  Israel has remained a place whose neighbors are constantly 

seeking to undermine, weaken and ultimately destroy it.  It remains a target for 

anti-Semites, just like many of the places from which its Jewish inhabitants have 

come. 

 

There’s an old joke about the scholar who was asked to sum up the situation in 

Israel in one word.  He thought about it for a while, and finally said, “Good.”  
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So then he was asked, “All right, if you were asked to sum up the situation in Israel 

in two words, what would you say?  

 

So he thought about it for a while, and then he said, “Not good.”   

 

There is some truth to that.  The fact is, the state of Israel is an incredible place, a 

wonderful place, and life in Israel is vibrant and lively.  

 

And yet, living in Israel always has required ometz, or fortitude—the kind of ometz 

that Amotz Greenberg demonstrated throughout his life, up to and including his 

last day. 

 

Many aspects of life in Israel require ometz, not just responding to aggression.  Just 

like pursuing war, pursuing peace requires courage and fortitude.  It requires taking 

risks and giving up advantages -- in the hope that greater advantages will follow.  

It requires one to negotiate, and even to compromise with one’s enemies, which is 

not easy. 

 

Resilience is a form of ometz.   

 

We read about the founding of Beer Sheva in this morning’s Torah reading.  Just 

last week, a colleague of mine, Rabbi Michael Graetz, went with some friends to a 

Wine Festival in Beer Sheva.  

 

It was an exuberant experience.  Thousands of people came out to enjoy the wine 

tasting, cheeses, olives, jams, bread and other goodies.  There was live 

entertainment well into the night.  There were lots of tables and chairs, lots of 

young couples with babies in strollers.   

 

Only a few weeks earlier, everyone had been up half the night waiting to hear the 

next siren; this night they were waiting to hear jazz.  

 

Israelis, he wrote, are living for the now and for the future, in their own very 

special way. They are determined to do it, and they will.  They are, in the words of 

last week’s torah portion, “choosing life.” 

 

So yes, Israel is a land that requires ometz.  But it’s also a land that gives you 

ometz!  It’s a beautiful land, a land of tremendous creativity and excitement; a land 

where Jewishness comes alive; where Jewish values are celebrated in the public 

and well as the private sphere.  
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What does this have to do with us? Our day-to-day reality is very different from 

that of Israelis living in Israel.  When we hear a siren, we don’t look for the nearest 

shelter.  (Our Jewishness is part of who we are; it isn’t as all-encompassing as it is 

in Israel.)   

 

We may not share the same day-to-day reality with Israelis, but we do share a 

legacy and a destiny, a common past and a common future.   

 

Like many Israelis, most of us are living where we are because we or our parents 

or our grandparents or our great-grandparents managed to survive in a hostile 

world by emigrating to a country that would take them in.  Some made it to 

America; others to South America or South Africa; still others to Israel.  We 

actually have a lot in common with Israelis in this respect.  

 

There’s another, more profound sense in which we share the same past.  As the 

great Israeli author Shmuel Yosef Agnon said when he accepted the Nobel Prize 

for Literature, "As a result of the historic catastrophe in which Titus of Rome 

destroyed Jerusalem, and the Jewish People was exiled from its land, I was born in 

one of the cities of the Exile. But I always regarded myself as one who was born in 

Jerusalem."  

 

Wherever we were born—and indeed, whether we were born Jewish or not—we 

Jews share a common national story.  And that national story began in and around 

the Land of Israel. 

 

We also share a dream, a dream described in our High Holiday liturgy:  As we say, 

in the High Holiday Amidah:  “Give honor to your people, … [and hope to those 

who seek you,] … joy to your land and gladness to your holy city.”  And how do 

we conclude services on Yom Kippur?  With the same words with which we 

conclude the Passover seder, namely, “L’shanah Ha-ba’ah Birushalayim,” – “Next 

Year in Jerusalem!” 

 

It’s been our dream for two thousand years not just to restore Jewish sovereignty 

to the Land of Israel, but to restore joy and gladness there as well, and it is still 

our dream to complete that process.   

 

Both we and Israelis dream of helping Israel fully realize its potential as  a free, 

just, and democratic Jewish state, a place where all forms of Jewish religious 

expression, including our own, are valued and honored, and, to paraphrase Israel’s 
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Declaration of Independence, where all the inhabitants of the Land, whatever their 

religion, ethnicity or gender, are guaranteed complete social and political equality; 

a safe, peaceful, and joyful nation.
7
     

 

Israelis have a lot to do -- and so do we.   Our work requires ometz too.  When 

Israel is unfairly maligned—as occurred this summer—we have a role to play.  

That role is to stand up for Israel.  We don’t have to idolize Israel.  We don’t have 

to pretend that Israel is perfect.  But we have to stand up for Israel. 

 

Standing up for Israel requires courage, particularly at a time like this.  It isn't easy 

to defend Israel when everybody around you seems happy to condemn her.  

Recently, some national political leaders from our area have learned this the hard 

way—and they therefore deserve our appreciation.
8
  It's especially tough on 

college campuses.  I have great respect for our young people who are off at college 

and who put themselves out there to try to set the record straight.
9
  At the very 

least, it can be uncomfortable and lonely; at worst, intimidating.
10

   

 

It all starts with empathy.  As the Talmud teaches us (Taanit 30b):  “Anyone who 

mourns for Jerusalem will merit the privilege of sharing in her joy, and any one 

who does not mourn for her will not merit that privilege.”    

 

This has been a summer of mourning in Israel.  At Amotz Greenberg’s funeral, one 

of the speakers was a friend of his, Lieutenant-Colonel Alon Velenyo, who had 

been wounded in Gaza.  He arrived at the funeral in a wheelchair.  With help, he 

stood up to eulogize his friend. “The right to live here,” he said, “doesn’t come 

free.” 

 

He went on to say, “Our tears are tears of love.”  

 

A lot of tears were shed in Israel this summer, not only for Israeli soldiers who 

died, but for innocents on both sides. Israelis took their cue in that regard from 

Rachel Frenkel, the mother of one of those yeshiva boys whose kidnapping and 

murder had sparked this summer’s conflict.  When she stood up and expressed 

empathy for the family of that Palestinian boy who’d been murdered in an act of 

revenge for her own son’s death, Israelis took notice.  She taught us that, as 

difficult as it may be to empathize with innocents on the other side of the border, 

it’s incumbent upon us as Jews to do just that.  

 

Tears of love.  That’s yet another meaning of the blowing of the shofar. In the 

Book of Judges, we are told about Sisera, a Canaanite army commander who 
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oppressed the Israelites ruthlessly for twenty years.  After he was finally killed, his 

mother sat at her window, weeping, waiting in vain for him to return from combat. 

According to the Talmud, the terua, that burst of staccato blasts of the shofar, is 

ironically meant to remind us of her sobbing, the sobbing of the mother of one of 

our fiercest foes.
11

 

 
 

Hayom T’amtzeinu:  I hope that God will give us strength and fortitude and 

courage this day and every day; the kind of strength that Amotz Greenberg had, the 

kind of strength that we hope his family possesses to endure their loss.  I hope that 

God will awaken within us love for the land and the people of Israel and empathy 

for what they have had to endure and awaken within us as well the desire to 

experience Israel’s joy and gladness first hand.  

 

I hope that, after this summer of mourning and weeping, we’ll merit the privilege 

of celebrating in Israel as well.   Eleven young people from our congregation were 

in Israel this summer on youth tours, and at least seven adults as well, including 

several who had never been to Israel before.  Let’s see:  11 + 7 = 18; that’s a nice 

number, isn’t it? 

 

We are planning a congregational trip to Israel next February.  I look forward to 

many of you joining me.  I hope that we will be able to travel throughout the 

country with love and joy and ometz;  

 

I began by telling you about Rabbi Gordon Tucker travelling through southern 

Israel on the first Arava Institute bike ride.  In November, at least three members of 

our congregation, David and Carol Lintz, and David Eisenberg, hope to retrace 

Rabbi Tucker’s “tracks”—so to speak—on the next Arava Institute Bike ride.  

Other members of the congregation have told me that they too will be in Israel.   

 

I hope that while all of us are there, we will not hear a siren signaling communal 

grieving or alerting us to danger, but rather, as it were, a shofar of hope and of 

joy, heralding a time of justice and freedom, tranquility and peace.   

 

Kein Yehi Ratzon!  So may it come to pass!  Amen. 
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 See Isaiah 41: 8-10:   
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Jacob, whom I have chosen,  

Seed of Abraham My friend— 

You whom I drew from the ends of the earth 

And called from its far corners, 
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I chose you, I have not rejected you— 

Fear not, for I am with you, 
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I uphold you with My victorious right hand (אף  תמכתיך בימין צדקי) 
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